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Overview

Vietnam advertisement market is in the middle of huge 

shift from the traditional to digital, as smartphone changes 

the lifestyle of consumers and many spend hours online 

daily. Also the market faces the impact of Covid-19 to 

capture the lifestyle changes of Vietnamese consumers.

Q&Me, market research service operated by Asia Plus Inc, 

has conducted the survey among 172 enterprises (132 

brands, 40 agencies) in Nov 2020 to understand their 

marketing activities, relationship between brands and 

agencies, as well as the issues of Vietnam digital 

marketing industries. 

This is the third time that we conduct this survey, followed 

by 2018 and 2019.



Respondent profile (N=172)

Brand, 132 

Agency, 40 

Type of respondents
CxO / Owner, 7%

Director / VP, 2%

Manager, 35%

Senior, 42%

Entry 
level, 11%

Other, 3%

Title levels

15%

11%

11%

9%

7%

4%

3%

3%

3%

3%

2%

2%

26%

Marketing

Retail

Education

Telecommunications

Wholesale

Information Services

Hospitality/ Restaurant/ F&B

Real Estate, Rental and Leasing

Healthcare

Finance/ Banking/ Insurance

Construction

Transportation and Warehousing

Others

Industry

62%

9%

8%

6%

5%

5%

5%

1%

Marketing/ PR

Planning / Control

Sales

Customer support

R&D

Management

Other

Financial / Legal

Role

13%

26%

16%

15%

12%

5%

13%

Less than 10 employees

11 - 50 employees

51 - 100 employees

101 - 250 employees

251 - 500 employees

501 - 1,000 employees

More than 1,000 employees

Company size



Digital marketing activities



Digital marketing activities by Vietnam 

enterprises

Social marketing like Facebook is used by over 80% of the 

companies. Almost all of the companies own Facebook 

accounts as their branding and promotion strategy. 

Facebook is indispensable tools for Vietnam enterprises.

Other than that, YouTube also remains one of the popular 

media for the ads distributions due to high media spending 

among Vietnamese. 

One characteristics among Vietnam digital marketing is 

the operations on their own. 74% of the companies who 

run Facebook ads manage the operations themselves. 

Vietnamese enterprises tend to manage their operations 

in-house as the cost saving solutions.



Popular digital marketing
Social advertisement is by far the most popular methods among Vietnamese enterprises. 

Also half of the enterprises focus on search-related advertisements. Display / videos are 

also popular with the help of the services form Google.

82%

50% 45% 40%
28% 24%

5%

16%
19%

15%

18%

8%

11%

27% 30%
40%

47%

50%

2% 6% 6% 6% 7%
18%

84%

52%
46%

40%

30% 33%

Social advertisement Search advertising Display
advertisement

Online video
advertisement

Influencer marketing Performance
marketing / Affiliate

Use it Have used it Recognize it Do not know it 2019

Q. Please choose all the digital marketing advertisement that you spend your money on in last 12 month?



Digital media in use

Q. Please choose the media that your company has the official account:

96% of the enterprises manage their own Facebook pages. Facebook is the standard 

communication tools for Vietnamese enterprises. 63% owns YouTube accounts. 

Instagram is rising but still the account ownership is limited to 1/3 of the enterprises.

96% 63% 39% 37%



Social media marketing



Social media marketing among Vietnam 

enterprises

Facebook is a standard tools among Vietnam enterprises 

for their communications. Due to its easiness and 

effectiveness, Facebook ads is one of the most common 

marketing tools, and 81% of the enterprises that own 

Facebook accounts use it

The usage of Facebook marketing is for the branding such 

as branding and campaigns. The frequency of the post is 

very high among these companies with the aim to capture 

the potential users into conversions.

74% of the enterprises manage Facebook ads on their 

own as the tool is easy enough for them to manage. The 

large enterprises tend to outsource it for the professional 

operations.



Facebook account and ad usage

Out of 96% of the enterprises that has Facebook accounts, 

81% run Facebook ads. Facebook ads are deeply penetrated 

among Vietnam digital marketing

Q. Have you run Facebook ads in last 12 month?

96%

Facebook account ownership

81%

Facebook ads usage



Facebook page usage objectives

78%

64%

61%

59%

53%

44%

40%

32%

30%

27%

Branding

Campaign

PR

Traffic increase to the website

Customer support

Feedback to product development

Traffic increase to the real store

Member acquisition

Traffic conversion at EC

Hiring

The objectives are versatile. The top motivations are the mix 

of branding / PR + campaign.

Q. Please choose the objective of Facebook corporate 

account?



Facebook page usage motivations

75%

71%

62%

61%

53%

44%

44%

Increase number of inquiries

Increase conversion (membership,
shopping etc.)

Increase traffic to the landing page /
website

Increase Likes/followers of Facebook page

Increase Views of the posted contents

Increase those who search the keywords
related with ads

Increase traffic to the real shop / purchase
at the real shops

Facebook is used as the triggers for the next actions such as 

inquiries, membership, website access, due to the very big 

audience scale.

Q. What are the goals of Facebook ads?



Facebook ads operations and reasons
74% manages Facebook ads operations on their own due to its easiness of running ads 

and cost savings. Outsourced enterprises do that for the better skills.

74%

22%

4%

Concept likeness

Others
Outsource the operations
Run it internally

79%

52% 48% 45% 41%
31%

21%

Agencies have
better skills

As we
outsource all

the
advertisement
work to them

As we
outsource all
the Facebook

management to
them

Agencies could
complete the

task with lower
rate

Better report Accounting
purpose (e.g

VAT)

As we do not
have good skills

Outsource

87%

60%
50%

30%
21% 19%

4%

As we have
enough skills to
manage the ads

Easier to
change/update

contents

Cost saving No need for the
additional

communication

Social ads
management

are easy
enough

As our budget is
not big enough

Lack of
familiarity in the

agencies

In-house

Q. How did you run Facebook ads? / What are the reasons for the previous answers?



Popular video advertisement platform

85%

85%

45%

14%

9%

7%

2%

Youtube

Facebook

Own website

TikTok

Instagram Live

Use ad network/ DSP

CocCoc

YouTube and Facebook are the two giant platform to run the 

video contents. Own website is less popular as only less than 

half enterprise do that.

Q. What medias do you use for your online video 

marketing?



Covid-19 impact on marketing



Covid-19 impact on Vietnamese 

marketing

Covid-19 has impacted many lives of Vietnamese, and 

Vietnamese enterprises need to change their strategies. 

Except for a few companies that got the benefit of Covid-19 

such as foods and health care, many enterprises are forced 

to cut their budgets and their spending goes to online. 

We see the clear trend that the activities such as magazines, 

newspaper and outdoors are cut while digital marketing 

budgets remain as almost equal as before. 

On the other hand, TV is used by 10% of the respondent 

enterprises and the media remains as strong as before.



Covid-19 impact on business
60% of brands and 75% of the agencies are hit by Covid-19 negatively, while the ratio 

that receives the business opportunities more are 26% and 13% respectively

9% 5%

17%

8%

60%
75%

14% 13%

Brand Agency

Impact on business

Positive business impact No change

Negative business impact Others

29% 32% 20% 10% 5%

Negative

0 - -20% -21% to -40% -41% to -60%

-61% to -80% -81% to -100% -101% and worse

79% 21%

Positive

0 - 20% 21% to 40%

Business impact by %

Q. What is applicable to your business as to Covid-19 impact? / What is applicable to you as to the sales increase / decrease compared with pre-Covid 19 timing?



Covid-19 impact on ad budget

5%

16%
15%

28%

13%

18%

21%

18%

36%

15% 15%

Brand Agency

Impact on ads budget

Increased drastically Increased slightly No change

Decreased slightly Decreased drastically I am not sure

26%

20%38%

12%

2%3%

0 - -20% -21% to -40% -41% to -60%

-61% to -80% -81% to -100% -101% and lower

Business impact by %

Q. How does Covid-19 imapcted your advertising budget? / How does Covid-19 impacted your client advertisement budget? / What is 

applicable to you as to the advertisement increase / decrease compared with pre-Covid 19 timing?

36% of brands and 57% of the agencies had reduced their advertisement budgets while 

21% of the companies had the opportunities to increase it.



Media impact - Brands
Traditional (Outdoor, newspaper, magazine) are cut 

while digital struggle to maintain

11% 89%

TVCF

40% 60%

Online video

82% 18%

Social ads

45% 55%

Display ads

24% 76%

Performance marketing

32% 68%

Outdoor ads

37% 63%

Newspaper / magazine

37% 63%

Influencer marketing

43%

29%

28% 25%

42%

33% 31%

37%

32%34%

41%

24%

43%

29%

28%
14%

40%

45%

18%

31%

51%

19%

40%

42%

< Companies in use of this media

< Ad amount change after Covid-19

Blue = Increase

Grey = No Change

Red = Decrease



Media impact - Agency

28% 72%

TVCF

38% 62%

Online video

77% 23%

Social ads

59% 41%

Display ads

26% 74%

Performance marketing

23% 77%

Outdoor ads

38% 44%

Newspaper / magazine

44% 56%

Influencer marketing

27%

73%

40%

20%

40%
30%

30%

40%44%

23%

33%

40%

30%

30%
11%

33%55%

36%

35%

30%
13%

40%

47%

< Companies in use of this media

< Ad amount change after Covid-19

Blue = Increase

Grey = No Change

Red = Decrease

Traditional (Outdoor, newspaper, magazine) are cut 

while digital struggle to maintain



Service that would have higher demands

88%

39%

34%

19%

19%

18%

17%

6%

69%

31%

69%

10%

64%

49%

15%

13%

Social advertisement (e.g Facebook)

Display advertisement (GDN / Listing ads)

Online video advertising (e.g YouTube)

Outdoor ads (Billboard, Buidling LCD etc.)

Influencer marketing

Performance marketing / affiliate

Newspaper / magazine

TVCF

Agencies Brands

While brands rely on social advertisements, agencies see more of the 

opportunities in varieties of the media. Online video is one of the 

things. Also, Influcenter marketing / performance marketing has the 

gaps between agencies and brands probably due to the gap of the 

knowledges between two. 

Q. (Brand) Please choose if there are anything that you 

would like to focus on now? / (Agency) Please choose if 

there are anything that the demand will increase



Media that would have higher demands

77%

63%

51%

48%

41%

36%

26%

14%

5%

3%

68%

65%

50%

30%

48%

63%

18%

23%

0%

5%

Facebook

YouTube

Google ads

Instagram

Tiktok

Sponsored ads on EC platform

Zalo

Grab / Gojek etc

CocCoc

Twitter

Agency Brand
Q. Please choose if there are any specific online media 

that you are interested to market

While Facebook and YouTube remain as the two most popular mediat

that both agencies and brands pay attention to, there are gaps as to 

how the opportunities are seen for EC platform. Agencies pay attention 

to the EC platform ads more, seeing the current rising transactions as 

the next opportunities. 



Brand / Agency relationship



Agency / brands relationships

Brands require a variety of support in order to make their 

marketing successful. 

Brands have relatively good evaluations as to what 

agencies offer. They are satisfied with communications, 

reporting and the speed, while they wish the cost be 

lower. 

Agencies, on the other hands, may feel that the 

information from the brands are not good enough. They 

are not happy with the briefing quality nor some are 

unhappy with how brands communicate. 



Agency evaluation by brands

Agencies are rather happy with communication and reporting skills but wish 

cost could be more affordable.

3% 1% 6%

29%

13%

27% 29%

36%

67%

71%

53%
62%

50%

4%
16% 16%

6% 7%
1% 1% 1%

Creativity Cost Speed Reporting Communication

Very satisfied Satisfied Average Dissatisfied Very dissatisfied

Q. How much are you satisfied with the the agency for the following criteria? 



Brands evaluation by agency

Agencies wish to have the better briefing and the communications. The 

evaluations of the communication between brands and agencies are different.

3% 3% 8% 5%

16%
27% 18%

10%

47%

59%
61%

59%

32%

8% 13%
26%

3% 3%

Briefing quality Budget Time given Communication

Very dissatisfied Dissatisfied Neither/ nor Satisfied Very satisfied

Q. How much are you satisfied with your clients for the following criteria? 



Current issues of digital marketing



Vietnam digital marketing in the future

Digital marketing in Vietnam is popular due to the better 

targeting and visibilities to see the effectiveness by data. On 

the other hand, they feel that digital media is not a perfect 

solutions when they aim at the elderly groups or the rural 

audiences. 

The marketers / agencies feel that they wish to have more 

opportunities to learn more of the latest techniques / skills to 

make their digital marketing better. A the same time, they 

wish their management have better understanding as to the 

digital marketing. 

Overall their satisfaction in cost and audience reach is high. 

They wish to have better conversions and also the impact to 

the real sales impact, not only stopping with with the click / 

like only activities. 



Digital marketing benefit

80%

78%

72%

70%

67%

62%

59%

28%

88%

80%

65%

83%

70%

68%

80%

40%

Better audience targeting

Easy to measure performance

Easy to change / modify the contents

Flexible budget planning

Flexibility in creative

Shorter lead time

Easy to see audience response

Higher ROI

Agency Brand

Better reach to the target audience, performance measurement are 

believed to be the benefit of digital marketing in Vietnam. Agencies 

feel flexible budgeting and the audience response visibility as the 

unique benefits more than the brands. 

Q. What do you think is the advantage of digital 

marketing against traditional marketing?



Digital marketing shortcomings

61%

54%

30%

20%

20%

11%

7%

70%

53%

28%

20%

28%

15%

0%

Difficulty to reach elderly segment

Difficulty to reach audience in rural area

Budget allocation is not good enough

Quality of contents

ROI is not clear nor good

Difficulty to measure performance

Business impact is not strong

Agency Brand

Q. What do you think is the disadvantage of digital 

marketing against traditional marketing

On the other hands, both of brands and agencies both understand 

that digital has the limitations in reaching the elderlies and also 

the rural people. The lack of reach in the elderlies may be an 

issues as there are some categories such as automotive, 

healthcare that have higher demands in elderly groups. 



Issues of digital marketing in Vietnam

63%

60%

43%

36%

30%

29%

28%

26%

22%

17%

73%

58%

33%

43%

28%

8%

33%

23%

28%

20%

Lack of training & educational opportunity

Lack of understanding among the management

Budget allocated to digital is not big enough

Organizational structure is not good to work for
digital marketing

Lack of specialist on brand site

High cost of digital marketing

Lack of effective measurement tools

Unclear ROI

Lack of specialists on agency side

Lack of effective digital media

Agency BrandQ. What do you think are the issues of digital marketing 

in Vietnam?

Lack of training, lack of management understanding are thought 

to be the two big issues for Vietnam digital marketing. Also some 

feel that the budgets are too much allocated for traditional 

marketing. 



Agency evaluation by brands

2% 5%

39%
25%

37%
50%

20% 18%

Brand Agency

Cost

Q. How much are you satisfied with the following for your digital marketing campaigns within past 12 months?

3%

26% 31%

50% 46%

18% 23%

Brand Agency

Audience reach

26% 31%

50% 46%

18% 23%

Brand Agency

Ease of engagement

2%
8%

27% 13%

48%

46%

21%
34%

Brand Agency

Conversion

27%

13%

41%

55%

20% 28%

Brand Agency

Real sales impact

Overall their satisfaction in cost and audience reach is high. They wish to have better conversions and 

also the impact to the real sales impact, not only stopping with with the click / like only activities. 



About Q&Me service



Our service
We offer the opportunity for you to understand Vietnamese consumers better 

with technology, with the service brand name of Q&Me

Online market research Offline market research Field marketing app

Understand consumers quick 

and deep with over 500K direct 

Vietnamese panels.

Traditional market research with 

technology, for better and 

quicker data collections

Cloud-based solutions to ease 

manual-based operations in the 

field



Online market research - Overview
We provide quickest research service with quality through our research 

platform, with proprietary data filtering techniques 

Big report

Invitation

Data collections

Data 

ready

Our members receive

points by answering

survey
Contradicted 

answers
Speed users

Fake 

questions

Bad answer filtering



Online market research - Audience
We have over 500,000 members nation-wide who are eager to share their 

opinions. Our data provisions are quickest due to this vast direct panel system.

0%
1%

18%

31%

22%

14%

7%

3% 3%
1%

Age

19%

18%

6%

4%3%3%

47%

HCM Hanoi Can Tho Da Nang

Hai Phong Dong Nhai Others

56%

44%

Male Female

Gender City



Offline market research - Coverage
More than 300 well-educated fieldworkers nation-wide with the real-time 

connections via our dedicated mobile app for higher quality data collections  

HCM: 130 
Can Tho: 40 

Da Nang : 40  

Hanoi : 70 

Nha Trang : 20 

Hai Phong : 10 

Daklak : 10 

Fieldworker deployment



Our customers

Food & Beverage

FMCG

Manufacturing

Technology

Finance Others

Retail



Q&Me is provided by Asia Plus Inc.  https://qandme.net

Contact us:

• Corp: Tel: 02839 100 043 / Email:  info@qandme.net

mailto:info@qandme.net

